Popillons Pop Vocal Group

Membership Policy
Evening rehearsals are one & a half hours long, on a weekly basis. See the
Rehearsal Schedule in ‘Files’ on our Facebook page for details. Fee’s are as
follows;
 Concession $16:50 per session. Total; $132 per Eight week Singing
Season.
 Adults $20:50 per session. Total; $164 per Eight week Singing Season.
 Minimum of 4 adult & 4 concession enrolments per S.S.
Day-time rehearsals are 45 mins, on a weekly basis. See the Rehearsal
Schedule in ‘Files’ on our Facebook page for details. Fee’s are as follows;
 Concession $10:50 per session. Total; $84 per Eight week Singing
Season.
 Adults $12:50 per session. Total; $100 per Eight week Singing
Season.
 Minimum of 4 adult & 4 concession enrolments per S.S.
Payment is made for Eight Week rehearsal Singing Seasons which culminate in
a performance. Under NO circumstances will missed sessions receive
reimbursement. Full payment is required BEFORE commencement of first
session, all late payments require an additional $20 for processing. Online
payments only; bank details following soon!
Payment covers access to backing tracks, prepared harmony arrangements of
pop songs, rehearsal venue costs, marketing materials, instrument purchase &
repairs, P.A. equipment purchase & repairs, purchase of sheet music & backing
tracks, prepared lyric sheets, organised sponsors, rehearsal schedule and
performance opportunities.
If the instructor is ill or has unavoidable performance commitments and must
change a rehearsal time, they will endeavour to provide a time that suits the
majority of members. If a singer is unable to attend an instructor-changed
rehearsal, the individual session fee will be deducted from the next season’s
enrolment, no reimbursements will be made.
Each Musical Director comes with a wealth of training and experience in the area
of vocal pedagogy and performance. The knowledge and skillset you will receive
in these sessions has been acquired at leading international institutions.
Auditions are mainly to check vocal condition, ability to pitch and hold a tune
and the appropriate range for the singer. Prepare a verse & chorus from two
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contrasting songs, ideally with the backing track. You will also be asked to
perform a few short exercises.
It is expected that singers will harmonize in tune, participating with the musical
director’s instruction. It is hoped these groups will nurture a sense of dignity and
individual worth building a strong sense of ensemble, rather than feeding the
ego. Character qualities of goodness, humility, generosity, patience, kindness
and encouragement will be fostered.
That we exist to help liberate those trapped in poverty will continually remind us
that this journey of taking on challenges and overcoming obstacles is not about
us. It will give us the strength to persevere, the courage achieve and the wisdom
to shape our dreams.
Performance opportunities will occasionally require singers to fundraise a
minimum of $20 towards www.compassion.com in order to participate; ensuring
we achieve what we aim to.

